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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

COBOL and Object-Oriented COnOL

COBOL is a very important and pervasive programming language in the history of

commercial computing. It has been the most commonly used computer language

worldwide for more than thirty years [Chapin, 1997J. Since it was developed in 1959,

COBOL vendors have provided proprietary extensions to the language for their

customers. Standard COBOL has been revised and standardized periodically to ke p

pace with the development of technology and meet the rising demands of bu ines . Until

now. three revisions have been approved as standard OBOL; they are COBOL 68.

COBOL 74, and COBOL 85.

As a high-level language, COBOL is relatively simple and highly readable. It was

created to be usable even by a relatively less experienced programmer. A wide

assortment of applications in engineering, mathematical, and scientific area can be

implemented succ ssfully using COBOL, showing the power and versatility of COBOL.

As the 'BOL' in the name COBOL suggests, COBOL is a Business-Oriented Language.

Its simple but capable table-handling facilities and input and output facilities make it the



best fit for business application purpose . Also, it is hardwar -ind p nd nt, thus r ulting

in a high degree of application portability. Very importantly, COBOL r adability and

understandability give several times tbe productivity of u fig other languag s for

developing and maintaining applications IChapin, 1997].

COBOL's ability to manipulate data makes it a good language for d aling with the

vast amounts of data which businesses process [Longhurst, 1989]. It is uniquely suited

for business application development, maintenance, and production support [Sayles].

Although there are so many new languages and data processing tools today, COBOL i

still running on more than seventy percent of mainframe ami traditional systems [IBM

ITSO, 1996]. Even when the front end of a system is converted to PC-based graphical

user interface, the ultimate destination of the data is often an old system written in

COBOL. COBOL lies at the heart of financial systems and probably controls more

administration of our daily life than other technical tools [Levey, 19961. There are

approximately seventy billion lines of COBOL code in use and over five million active

COBOL programmers around the world [IBM-lTSO. 1996J, Gartner Group August 1995

reported that COBOL was still used in over sixty-five percent of new application

development [Sayles]. Since industry has a huge inve tment in the installed base of

COBOL code and in the people who code and maintain the COBOL sy tem, COBOL will

remain the tool of choice for most business applications [Levey, 1996].

During past years, we have enjoyed many dramatic improvements in computer

industry. The performance improvements and price-dropping of computer hardware have

inversed the cost in developing and maintaining systems. Hardware is no longer a
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constraint whereas personnel and softwar account for a majority part gradually [ hapin,

1997]. Today, maintaining existing COBOL sy tern occupi s a v ry larg perc ntag of

data processing budgets, and also making maintenance changes b com harder and

harder over time because each change increases program complexity. As compl ity

grows, COBOL systems appear unchangeable. To regain control, re-engineering of tho e

systems should be integrated with object-oriented techniques [Levey, 1996 .

Object orientation has emerged as an important approach to software engineering

in recent years. Object-oriented programming adopts the idea of objects in the real world

and models data in terms of real-world objects. With object-oriented programming,

application developers may decompose a problem into related subgroup. Each subgroup

becomes a self-contained object that includes its data and its code that manipulat the

data, called methods. In this way, complexity is reduced and programmers can manage

larger problems. UsuaJJy, the data of an object can only be acce sed through its methods,

which is called encapsulation. The encapsulation mechanism keeps data and m thods

safe from outside interference and misuse, thus giving object-oriented programming its

security and robustness. As in the real world, objects may be similar in many respects.

An object may have a general set of properties inherited from its parent, as well as orne

specific properties that distinguish itself from others. With thi.s inheritance mechanism,

one object may be defined as the same as others hut with its different data and/or

methods. Inheritance allows a hierarchy of classes to be built, moving from the most

general to the most specific. This property encourages the definition of new classes

without extensive duplication of code, thus increasing the productivity of programmers
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and simplifying the system maintenance. Another important prop fly f obj ct-ori nt d

programming is polymorphism, which allow the am method to do differ ot thing in a

general class of actions on different objects. The sp cific action selected i d t rmin d hy

the exact nature of the situation. This helps handle problems with great r c mpl xity by

allowing the creation of standard interfaces to related activity. Due to its promi ing

security, reliability, reusability, robustness, and productivity, object ori mation i

uniquely capable of supporting complex and changing business applications. It is

believed that the direction of the computer industry will be object-oriented programming

[Hares, 1993; IBM-ITSO, 1996].

Although COBOL is not an object-oriented language, it is po sible to build

object-oriented systems using the COBOL language as it exists today. By creating

hierarchical records and associated lists of executable programs and changing the way

that those programs are called, unnecessary control flow can removed from programs and

much of the excessive decision-making logic can be eliminated from ystems [Levey,

1996 j. To provide COBOL with object-oriented capabi1i ty, a group, called X3J4,

including a number of COBOL and object-oriented interested parties, wa set up in 1989

to work on combining the two technologies. In 1993, they presented their first proposal,

the object-oriented COBOL version X3J4.1 OOCOBOL, to ANSI. The new ANSI

standard COBOL is expected to come soon [IBM-ITSO, 19961·

The Object-Oriented COBOL retains nearly all capabilities of COBOL-85 and

adds many new features, especially object-oriented extensions, providing an opportunity

of "securing major improvements in the ways information systems serve organizations by



implementing systems in 0-0 COBOL' [Chapin 1997]. Th Obj ct-Ori nted OBOL

has heen considered a more powerful and capable languag than C++ and Srnalltalk in

many ways. It not only lets a programmer define everything, including numb r , as

objects, but also gives a developer the fr edom to declar typ d as well as untyp d objects

for speed and safety and to incorporate both objects and procedural constructs acc rding

to his/her needs [Arranga, 19961. As shown in Figure I, object-oriented COBOL will

become more and more important in the information technology area [IDM-ITSO, 1996].
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Figure 1. The Importance of 00 COBOL
[IBM-ITSO, 1996J.
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IBM VisuaJAge for COBOL

To enable COBOL programmers to use object-oriented t chniques to r at mor

adaptable systems without having to learn a new language, several companies have

delivered object-oriented COBOL compilers and development tools, including Micro

Focus' Visual Object COBOL, Hitachi America's Object-Oriented COBOL, and IBM's

VisualAge for COBOL [LaMonica, 1995; Arranga, 1996].

VisualAge for COBOL is a member of ffiM's VisualAge family, which includes

VisualAge for RPO, VisualAge Generator, VisualAge for Smalltalk, VisualAge for C++.

VisualAge for Java, and VisualAge for Basic as well. ffiM's VisuaJAge is a set of object

oriented application-development tools for dealing with today's complex, mis ion

critical, graphical user interface (OU1), client/server workstation applications. Vi ualAge

integrates object orientation with visual programming approaches to enable programmers

to take advantage of working with objects in a easier, graphical way. It uses the

construction-from-part paradigm and the Visual Modeling Technique methodology,

which ease the migration to object-oriented technology [Tkach, 1996]. In addition to

ready-built components that provide productivity for developers without object-oriented

skills, VisualAge also offers extensibility for those who are building object-oriented

skills. Among VisualAge family, VisualAge for COBOL is more attractive than other

members for enterprises since it is based on object-oriented COBOL, not C++ or other

difficult-to-learn object-oriented languages [Hayashi, 1996].

IBM VisualAge for COBOL is an innovative application development

environment. It offers application developers the advanced features they need for today
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and tomorrow [IBM, 1997]. VisualAge for COBOL upports bje t-ori nt d

of COBOL, which is based upon the proposed '97 Standard. Th obj ct- rient d

extensions with syntax changed slightly, implement a compi ~ bj ct- ri [I ted. paradigm

and let developers get the productivity benefits of object-orientation. With th

extensions developers may define object classes, instantiate objects, invoke object

methods, and create subclasses inheriting characteristic from other objects. Obj ct

oriented COBOL helps application developers develop applications fast by dramatically

simplifying code reuse. The COBOL objects created today can serve as th parts for

building other applications tomorrow. Reusing tested and proved objects contributes to

improving application quality. Since each part of an object-oriented application i highly

encapsulated as an object, maintaining the application will be much easier [IBM-ITSO.

1996].

VisualAge for COBOL provides a set of visual development tools. With its

Visual Builder, developers may design and build a graphical user interface by dragging

and dropping the provided GUI parts, such as entry fields, buttons, and list boxes. Once

the GUI has been designed, each part of the GUI may be associated with the appropriate

COBOL program code. and the built-in our designer Code Assistant generate event

code for the GUI parts to help developers connect the GUI with the COBOL code

Supp011ing it. With the Code Assistant's even-dri ven approach, the code a ociated with

each GUI part automatically allows end users to do what they want. Using the Visual

Builder, developers benefit from the object-oriented programming without being

retrained for a new language. Visual Builder supports the Construction-from-parts
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diagram. The application may be built part by part, ith r vi ual or non-vi ual and

finally parts are connected together through th ir defin d im rfac . By neap ulating th

data of a part, the way that a pan works i changed without affecting its t mal int rf

The application development cycle time can be shortened consid rably with the c~ at d

reusable parts [ffiM, 1997].

VisualAge for COBOL also provides several visual tools for editing, debugging

and analyzing programs. The COBOL Editor offers language-sensitive capabiJiti s that

display various COBOL components in different colors, thus enabling developers to find

spelling errors and syntax errors easily. It not only has standard editing functions, hut

also includes a Data Assistant and a Transaction Assistant. These assistants eliminate a

great deal of tedious, error-prone development work. The Data As istant furnishes access

to relational databases, including the entire family of DB2 products. It displays a visual

representation of a database's schema and shows tables with their entries. Dev lop rs

may select the columns and de ired actions by clicking with the mou e, then the Data

Assistant generates the appropriate SQL queries for them. It may even do a join for

developers from different database tables. Briefly, the Data Assistant implifles the

process of constructing embedded SQL statement. The Transaction A si tant hminates

the need to hand-code ECI calls in OLTP application development. It accepts

specifications via an on-screen form, and then generates a CICS ECI call and a parameter

list for invoking CICS programs IIBM, 19971.

The interactive VisualAge Debugger helps developers detect and diagnose error

in code. It provides a set of functions that let developers quickly and efficiently control
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execution and analyze data. With the available functions of th d bugg r, d vel p r

may step through a program in various way, uch as x curing n lin at a tim ,pau ing

at breakpoints, and so on. By setting breakpoints in a program d velop r control h w a

program executes. During debugging, the source code can b di played as its COBOL

code or as assembler instructions; the contents of variables. regi t r in a proces or, and

the call stack can be viewed and modified [rBM, 1997].

In addition, VisualAge for COBOL furnishes execution trace analy is and

performance tuning through its Performance Analyzer. The Performance Analyzer

monitors execution of a program and generates a graphical function-by-function trace file,

which includes the entry points to system calls and dynamic link libraries (DLLs), as well

as procedures in the executable. It offers several diagrams to display the trace file in

detail, thus helping developers understand program's flow and improve the performance

of an application thoroughly [IBM, 1997].

Moreover. VisualAge for COBOL rrovides a Remote EdiLlCompilefDebug

(Remote EtC/D) function that allows developers to work with OS/390 and MVS

applications residing on the host directly at their workstations, thus helping save critical

development time. With Remote E/C/D, remote data acce 'S, and eros -platform

development, developers are not burdened with the need to duplicate and manage hOSl

environments any more rIBM,1997].

The professional edition of VisualAge for COBOL also provides lhe Redeveloper

tools to help reduce the complexity of and simplify the maintenance of legacy

applications. The Redeveloper features incl ude Application Understanding to hel r
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identify applications needing redev lopment Pr gram Conversion to help convert

appLications into more current levels of ANSI 85 tandard application, and th Y ar

2000 Analysis Tool to help locate occurrences of two-digit date-r Iat d fi ld in compI x

programs [IBM VisuaIAge].

All those characteristics described above make VisualAge f r COBOL very

attractive to COBOL developers. Some companies have chosen .it to impI ment th ir new

applications since it is able to link into their existing applications and systems and

leverage existing behavior as a part of the new application. They think: that VisuaIAge for

COBOL provides them the ability to see how the physical implementation is handled and

makes them better understand the object-oriented concepts [The Great COBOL Debate.!.
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The Objectives of the Thesis

Since VisualAge for COBOL is such a powerful application dev lopm nt t 01 and

consists of many new features, it is necessary to provide a comprehensiv tutorial to h Ip

people understand it and master it. The objective of this thesis i to design and

implement a Web-based tutorial for IBM VisualAge for COBOL, which is a part of lh

project - creating a curriculum for IBM certified VisualAge for COBOL object-ori nted

associate developer. The whole curriculum consists of four parts: Part I is about Obj ct

Oriented COBOL- Part Il is on Visual Modeling Technique; Part ill is about Visual

Builder; and Part IV is on VisualAge for COBOL. The objective of this curriculum is

providing users a comprehensive knowledge for object-oriented COBOL programming

and for using VisualAge for COBOL to develop object-oriented applications, thus

enabling users to keep pace with rapid development of technologies and products.

This the is is to design and implement a Web-based tutorial for VisualAge For

COBOL. The tutorial mainly introduces users the basic features of VisualAge for

COBOL development environment and its components, and instructs users to creat

object-oriented applications using VisualAge for COBOL. It takes advantage of the

capability of the World Wide Web in delivering multimedia materials so that many

images of VisualAge for COBOL graphical user interfaces can be included along with

textual instructions to enrich the power of illustrations. It also takes advantage of the

hypertext/hypermedia capability of the Web so that users can learn a topic in their own

cognition flow, not restricting by a fixed procedure. Moreover, it exploits the reaching

potential of the Web to make it available to a large amount of COBOL programmers via
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the Internet.
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The Organization of the Thesis

This thesis consists of four chapters, explaining the rol of Vi ualAg for OBOL

in object-oriented COBOL programming and the nee ssity of creating a tutorial for u ing

VisualAge for COBOL to develop object-oriented application and describing th design

and implementation of the Web-based tutorial for VisualAge for COBOL.

Chapter I presents the importance of Object-Oriented COBOL in current bu 'ine

systems development and maintenance and the role of VisualAge for COBOL in obj ct

oriented COBOL programming, which are the motivation to create a tutorial for

VisualAge for COBOL and this thesis. It also explains the objectives of the the is and

briefly introduces the contents of the tutorial and the thesis.

Chapter II reviews recent researches and practices on distance education with the

Internet and the World Wide Web, providing the possibilities and the basis for creating a

Web-based tutorial for VisualAge for COBOL and this thesis.

Chapter III emphasizes on a detailed description about the design and

implementation of the Web-based tutorial for VisualAge for COBOL, including the

contents of the tutorial, the organization of the tutorial, the development systems and

tool, the interface design, and the procedure of implementation.

Chapter IV concerns the results and conclusion. In it, the completed tutorial and

future work on the tutorial have been presented.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Computers and Distance Education

For many years, distance education has provided opportunities to those who are

seeking advanced education and training at home on the job, or in the military whose

multiple responsibilities or physical circumstances prevent them from attending a

traditional institution [Bates, 1995]. Distance education does offer additional pos ibilities

for educating and training more people than that can he easily and efficiently

accommodated in more traditional settings, such as puhlic schools and universities. It

provides a wide range of courses to meet the various needs of people and makes lifelong

learning possible and attractive to morc people. Learners who rarticipate in distance

education programs may learn independently at their own pace. They may choose what

they need from a greater variety of subjects, from a greater variety of institutions, and

learn at a convenient time and location [Porter, 19971. Researches comparing distance

education to traditional face-to-face instruction indicated that teaching and studying at a

distance could be as effective as traditional instruction [Moore, 1990; Verduin, 19911.

Due to the convergence of communication and computing technologies, the need for
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infonnation age worker to acquire new kill without im rrupting th ir workin r

extended time, and the need to reduce education co t di tance education bas rec iv d

extensive attention in recent year [Sherron, 1997]. The lnr mational Council f r

Distance Education has estimated that more than ]0 million students ar currently taking

degree courses at a distance in the world whereas the number of p opl using di tanc

education methods for other areas and levels of s1lldy (such as continuing education,

technical education, vocational and professional training) must be comparabl if not

greater [Van den Brande, 1993].

Initially, distance education meant teaching and learning through correspondence.

As new technologies developed, distance instruction was delivered through such media as

audiotape, videotape, radio and television broadcasting, and satellite transmission. In

recent years, the rapid development of computer networks, dramatic improvements in the

processing power of personal computer, and striking advances in magnetic torage

technology have made the computer a dynamic force in di tance education, providing a

new and interactive means of overcoming time and distance to reach learners. Disks,

CDs, and e-mails have been considered as distance instruction delivery media [Porter,

19971.

Computer have been considered as a pow rful instructional medium for many

years. Computer-assisted instruction and computer-based instruction have played an

important role in facilitate leaming at all levels of education and training [0' eil, 1981;

White, 1988; Steinberg, 19911. They became popular more than a decade ago, as more

companies and educational institutions installed computer equipments [Porter, 19971.
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The advantages of computer-based instruction are pr dominantly reduc de t and

increased effectiveness. Computer-based instruction reduces training tim and reliance

on instructors and provides rapid update of instructional materials. It mak' con i t nt

high-quality instruction available on large scale, provide high-quality training at r mote

site, and permits individualization of instruction lO' eil, 1981; White, J988; Steinb rg,

1991] .

Computers have many advantages in distance education. They can facilitate s 1£

paced learning, and give immediate reinforcement and feedback. With integrated

graphic, print, audio, and video capabilities, computers can effectiv ly link various

technologies providing learners a rnulLimedia learning environment. In addition,

computer networks link resources and individuals, wherever they might be, thus

increasing access possibilities [Distance education]. Computer-mediated communication

provides people opportunities of exchanging thoughts, ideas, and information via a

computer connected to other computers. Using computer-mediated communication as the

principal delivery format in distance education provides learners greater interaction with

the inSlructor and other tudents, more chances for improvement of reading and writing

skills, and greater opportunities for self-directed and self-managed personal and

professional development [Berge, 1995].
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The Internet, the Web and Distance Education

The Internet is an internationallletwork that link. one compu r t anoth r.

Unlike a local area network (LAN), the Internet is a wide ar a network 0NAN) one 0

large that virtually connects a computer to any other computer around the world. lL

began in the late 1960's as an experiment in designing a robu t computer network that

could withstand nuclear attack. The resulting network was a marvelous technical ucc ss,

known as the ARPANET, but was limited in size and scope ami had restrictions in access.

Due to the enormous impact that the ARPANET was having on university re earch,

allowing scientists to share data and collaborate on research project, the NSFNET,

sponsored by the U. S. National Science Foundation, was began to build to connect to the

ARPANET in 1984. In the mid 1980's, people began viewing the collection of networks

as an internet, and later as the Internet. The number of networks, computers, and u ers

connected to the ARPANET grew rapidly after TCP/IP became the only official protocol

in 1983 [Tanenbaum, 19961. In the early 1990's, many large computer network 011 the

mostly government-founded Internet were pressured to be opened for nearly unrestricted

traffic by businesses and individuals eager for the power of global digital

communications. This greatly popularized the Internet [Musciano, 19971. By 1994, the

number of networks linked to the Internet had been in excess of 45,000 with more than 5

million host computers connected to these networks [Barron, 1995J. The size is stiD

increasing dramatically every year.

Around the same time the Internet opened up for business, an authoring language

and distribution system for creating and sharing integrated multimedia electronic

17



documents on the Internet were reI ased by the CER ,th Eur pean Particle Phy i

Laboratory. So was born HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) and the World Wide

Web [Musciano, 1997]. The World Wide Web (the Web or the WWW) i a y tern of

Internet servers that support specially fonnatted documents. The e document are

formatted in HTML that supports links to other documents, as well a graphic, audio,

and video files. A Web browser, such as Mosaic, Netscape Navigator, or Micro ft

Internet Explorer, is an easy-to-use, graphically oriented, and point-and-ciick oftware for

the Internet, enabling easy access to the Web. With the ability of mo t Web browser to

provide an interface for the other Internet protocols, the Web has become the primary user

interface of the Internet and even a synonym for the Internet [December, 19941.

The Web brings a couple of very important features to the Internet IBrook,

1997]. First, it provides access to full fonts, sizes, and styles for text, and may include

images, sounds, and movies. Second, it offers true hyper-textural links between

documents anywhere on the Web, enabling people to go among and across as ri or

documents or pages simply by selecting a link. The features of the Web enahle educator

Lo create documents containing hypertext/hypermedia links to provide learners a specific

topic combined with a large amount of relevant information and references. Following

these links in a sequence is often unique to the individual learner.

The Internet creates points of contact for widely dispersed people across time and

distance and makes available rich resources of information of all kinds, thus becoming an

important media in distance education in recent years [Parson; Alexander, 1995;

McManus]. The Internet has made it incredibly easy for anyone with a modem to access
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the educational materials and services and reach hundred of fully a r di d coll g and

universities throughout the United States [Duffy, 1997; Port r 1997].

Distance education on the Internet usually take on or mol' of the following

forms [Wulf, 1996; Porter, 1997}:

1. Electronic mail, or E-mail. It allows one person to write and end m ag s to

an individual or a group. It is usually used to deliver course material. end as ignments

get feedback, and discuss through listserv.

2. Electronic bulletin boards and newsgroups. They link individuals to more

information and other people interested in similar topics and provide a virtual plac for

discussion.

3. Course materials and tutorials. They can be downloaded from the Internet.

4. Interactive tutorial on the Web.

5. Intranets for distributing training for employee.

6. Informatics. Many online databa es can be used to acquire information and

pursue researches.

Advantages of delivering distance education on the Internet and the Web include

multimedia and interactive capabilities, time and place t1exibility, potential to reach a

global audience, no concern about compatibility of computer equipment and operating

systems, quick development time (compared to videos and CD-ROM ), easy updating of

contents, as well as archival capabilities. and usually lower development and operating

costs (compared to satellite broadcasting) lBates, 1995; Eastmond, 1995; Wulf, 19951·

As more and more people have access at home or in the office to the World Wide
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Web, as well as other parts of the Internet distanc ducat r bav con id r d th W b s

a major instruction and training delivery tool, wh r a olb r Int rn t

mail, mailing list, and bulletin board, as supplementary mean [Port r, 19971. Th Web

base instruction and training on the Internet are growing rapidly. The World Lectur Hall

(http://www.utexas.edu/world/lecture) lists approximately 700 COUTS as bing deliv red

by higher educational institutions via the Internet and it is growing daily [Par on]. If one

surfs on the Web today, he/she may find many virtual univer ities, global chools, amI

on-line campuses, such as the Globewide Network Academy (http://uu

gna.mit.edu:800Iluu-gnal), Global Campus (http://www.acs.c ulb.edu/gc/), Virtual on

line University (http://www.athena.edu/vou.html), and so on, which provide programs

from a single course to aU kinds of degrees. "College Online" [Duffy, 1997] provides a

detailed directory of more than 400 undergraduate and graduate courses available online

from accredited insti tutions and a complete listings of Web si te addresses of college and

universities. Meanwhile, many major corporations and companies, such as General

Motors Corp., AT&T, and Hewlett-Packard, have begun to deliver Web-based in truction

La their employees and other business professionals [Callaway, 1996; Distance learning].

As Web-based instruction becomes more and more prevalent, there are some

researches undergoing on designing and creating interactive Web-based instruction

rBrooks, 1997; Porter, 19971. One of the benefits of the Web is the use of hypertext and

hypermedia to link plain documents or multimedia infonnation. Hypertext/hypermedia

has been claimed to have a numher of advantages in learning. Kearsley (1988)

considered that "hypertext matches human cognition, in particular the organization of
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memory as a semantic network in which cone pts ar link d t g th r by a ociati n.

The non-linear exploration of hypermedia could lead to a b tter und I' tanding of the

structure of a particular knowledge domain [Jonassen, 1988]. Hyp rt t i also

considered as an active learning strategy since it requires readers to make deci ion aholll

their reading [Brooks, 1997}. However, poorly organized hypertext links could easily

turn into hyperchaos, where learners have too many choices and get lost [Barron, 1993].

Another exciting feature of the Web is its multimedia capability. The Web provides

information in many different formate;. Although text is still a popular way to transmit

information, the Web may present information in other media, such as graphics,

animations, audio or videos. Multimedia has been involved in education for many years.

It can be used to show studentc; things that are difficult to illustrate in text and display

simulated experiments and operations for learning by experience. Through interaction

wi.th multimedia, students can increase attention span [Adams, 19961. Multimedia can be

used to customize instruction to suit the pace, learning style, and time and place

constraints of the learner. It offers distance learners "an environment more cia cly

matched to traditional learning" lAdams, '\996]. Although the Weh can deliver

multimedia information, some kinds of multimedia files, such as audio, video files,

usually occupying a large size of di ·k space, are currently transferred very slowly due to

the constraint of network bandwidth.

Although there are many courses and tutorial of almost every science and field

available on the Web, no one covers IBM VisualAge for COBOL. Since VisualAge for

COBOL is such a new development tool for nOl only COBOL programmer but also other
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people who are interested in it, and the W b-bas d in truction could reach v ry on VIa

the Internet, creating a Web-based tutorial for Vi ualAge for COBOL inc ary.

Meanwhile, the above reviewing of literatures reveals tbat it is possible to creat an

appropriate Web-based tutorial for VisualAge for COBOL.
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CHAPTERIIJ

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter will illustrate in detail the design and implementation of the Web

based tutorial for VisualAge for COBOL. The tutorial is a parlD!" the project - cr ating

a curriculum for IBM certified VisualAge for COBOL object-oriented associate

developer. The other parts of the project are about Object-Oriented COBOL, Visual

Modeling Technique, and Visual Builder. The primary purpose of this tutorial is

introducing users basic features of VisualAge for COBOL development environment ano

its components and instructing user to do ohject-oriented COBOL programming and

create COBOL applications using VisualAge for COBOL.

The Contents of the Tutorial

The contents are very impoltant for a tutorial. To determine what hOlilo be

included in this tutorial, the author considered its place in the whole curriculum and

referred to IBM VisualAge for COBOL Users' Guide for Windows, Vi ual Builder

Users' Guide. and VisualAge for COBOL's online help, which come with IBM
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VisualAge for COBOL Vel' ion 2.0.

As mentioned above, this tutorial is a part of the curriculum for IBM c rtified

VisualAge for COBOL object-oriented associate d velop r. Th cum ulum i c mpo ed

of four parts: Part I - Object-Oriented COBOL, introducing Obj ct-Ori nt d COBOL

language; Part II - Visual Modeling Technique, presenting the con truction-from-parts

paradigm and Visual Modeling Technique as a theoretical basi for object-orient d

COBOL programming; Part III - Visual Builder, describing the features and functions of

Visual Builder, a graphical user interface designer in VisualAge for COBOL; Part IV 

VisualAge for COBOL, i.e. this tutorial, introducing VisualAge for COBOL development

environment and its components. With these four parts, the curriculum provide u ers a

comprehensive knowledge for object-oriented COBOL programming, including

programming language, object-oriented programming theory, and application

development tools.

According to the purpose of the tutorial and the features of visualAge for

COBOL, this tutorial was divided into three chapters. Chapter One, Introducing

VisualAge for COBOL, briefly introduces some basic features of VisualAge for COBOL

development environment, such as WorkFrame, Editor, Visual Builder, Debugger, and

Performance Analyzer, and some concepts concerned in the application development,

such as project and project parts. Chapter Two, Creating Applications, provides step-by

step instructions for creating an application using visualAge for COBOL, including

setting up a project, creating a graphical user interface, generating source code,

debugging, analyzing and tracing execution, building, and running an application. In
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Chapter Two, two example are u ed for illu trating the procedur of applicati n

development with VisualAge for COBOL. One exampl , the Hello program, i u d f r

explaining how to create a non-GUl application with Vi ualAg for COBOL. Thi'

program prompts a user to enter hi Iher name and then shows "Hello, nam ., on the

screen. Another example, the Greeting application, is used for illu trating how to create a

GUI application with VisualAge for COBOL. This application has a graphical u er

interface - a small window with a text label, an entry field, a Greet Me button and an

Exit button. The text label prompts a user to type his/her name into the entry field. When

the user clicks the Greet Me button, a greeting "Hello, name" is display d in the window.

When the user clicks the Exit button, the application terminates. Chapter Three, Using

VisuaJAge Tools, describes in detail various functions and usages of each VisualAge for

COBOL tool, including WorkFrame, Editor, Debugger, and Performance Analyzer.

The following are the contents of the tutorial:

• Chapter One: Introducing Vi ualAge for COBOL

• Project

• WorkFrame

• COBOL Editor

• Visual Builder

• Debugger

Performance Analyzer

• Chapter Two: Creating Applications
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• Setting up a Project

• Creating a project

• Registering the iwp file type

• Customizing the project

• Creating a Non-GU! Application

• Creating COBOL source file

• Editing source code

• Creating a GUI Application

• Designing a graphical user interface

• Invoking Visual Builder

• Adding and customizing parts

• Defining features

• Generating features source

• Connecting parts

• Generating code

• Building the application

• Running the application

• Starting the application

• Specifying environment variables

• Debugging

• Building the application for debugging

• Invoking the Debugger
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• Setting breakpoints

• Monitoring and changing data

• Executing the program

• Ending the Debugger

• Analyzing and Tracing Execution

• Preparing for performance analyzing

• Invoking the Performance Analyzer

• Generating a trace file

• Viewing the trace file

• Exiting tbe Perfonnance Analyzer

• Chapter Three: Using VisualAge Tools

• Using WorkFrame IDE

• Opening a WorkFrame project

• Creating a project

• Creating a new file

• Running a tool

• Copying and moving a project part

• Deleting project parts

• Setting options for actions

• Setting and deleting environment variahles

• Filtering parts
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• Compiling linking, building and running

• Using VisualAge Editor

• Starting the Editor

• Creating a new file

• Opening an existing file

• Saving a file

• Editing a file

• Embedding another file into the current document

• Finding and replacing text

• Finding a line

• Using marks in a file

• Multiple document views

• Inserting SQL statements

• Calling a CICS program

• Using VisualAge Debugger

• Starting the Debugger

• Preparing for debugging

• Debugger windows

• Running a program

• Halting and restarting

• Stepping through a program

• Setting breakpoints
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• Listing and sorting breakpoints

• Modifying breakpoints parameter

• Disabling and enabling br akpoints

• Deleting breakpoints

• Displaying debugging information

• Using Performance Analyzer

• Preparing for performance analyzing

• Starting the Performance Analyzer

• Creating a trace file

• Diagrams for a trace file

• Openi ng a trace file ina diagram

• Windows of the Performance Analyzer

• Call Nesting Diagram

• Dynam ic Call Graph

• Executing Density Diagram

• Statisrics Diagram

• Time Line Diagram
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The Organization of the Tutorial

According to its contents and the features of hypertext th tutorial i d igned as a

series of HTML page linking together. Each page cover on topic or 1 . Th

organization of topics is based on their logic progre ion, a shown in th ab ve c nt nts

section.

There is a main menu page that contains links to three chapter at the b ginning of

the tutorial, whereas each chapter includes a chapt r heading pag brieHy introducing it

contents and including index links to its topics and sub-topics. Meanwhile, a summary

page included in each chapter to summarize its contents al 0 contains links to it main

topics. Each page is li.nked to its previous page and next page, as well as the first page

and the last page of the tutorial. When a topic r fers to other topics, hyperlinks are set

enabling users to browse corresponding topics. In addition, to enable u ers to refer to the

other three parts of the curriculum, there are links to them set in the first page of th

tutorial. Figure 2 shows links among page of the tutorial and links among the four part

of the curriculum.
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Part I
00 COBOL

PartN
VisualAge for COBOL

PartTI
VMf

Chapter 2

Previous
,--------'------'--L--,

Page Topic Page
'-----..-1 ~.

~ NextPage

""" ~

Part ill
Visual Builder

Summary
Page

Figure 2: Links among pages in the tutorial and
links among four parts of the curriculum
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Development Systems and Tools

Asymetrix ToolBook II Instructor 5.0 [Asym trix, 1996] wa u d f r d v loping

the tutorial. ToolBook II Instructor is an authoFing sy t m f r cr ating interactiv

courseware. It provides a sophisticated array of tools, uch as widgets, templat ,and

Book Specialists, simplifying and automating cour ware de ign and dey lopm nt.

ToolBook II uses the metaphor of a book as the basis for its application. A ToolBook II

application may consist of one or more books. A book in ToolBook II is divided into

pages representing different screens of the application. There could be several obj cts,

such as text fields. buttons, and graphics, on a page. If some objects are shared among

several pages, they could be placed on a background, which is common to those page.

With these concepts, developing a courseware is similar to compiling a textbook.

ToolBook II also provides a utility for converting a ToolBook II book into a set of HTML

pages. This Internet capability eases authoring of Web-based cour eware.

The tutorial was initially designed and created using ToolBook II Instructor 5.0 on

a PC with Windows 95. After the book for the tutorial was built and tested in the

ToolBook II system ensuring that the interactive features work properly, it wa exported

into pages of HTML format through the built-in HTML format converting function of

ToolBook II. Then, each HTML page was modified with the Page Compo er of Netscape

Communicator 4.0 for adjusting the positions of table and the size of pictures. The

tutorial of a series of HTML pages was viewed and tested via a Web browser, such as

Microsoft Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator on a Pc. To ensure every feature

works well the tutorial in HTML fonnat was also transferred to a Web server, and
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retrieved through the Web.

IBM VisualAge for COBOL v rsion 2.0, which is install d on a PC with

Windows NT 4.0, was used for developing example us d in the tutoria.l.

To provide users more perceptua.l knowledge on VisualAge for COBOL, many

images of graphical user interfaces of various components of VisualAg for COBOL

were included in the tutorial supporting textual instruction. HyperSnap-DX 3, a screen

capture software of Hyperionics (http://www.hyperionics.com). was used to take pictures

of graphical user interfaces of VisualAge for COBOL.
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The Interfaces of The Tutorial

The tutorial was created as a book including a title page, a main contents pag ,

three chapter headings, and general contents page. To keep consi t ncy of th book and

lessen stress of users' eyes, the green marble template was chos n for th background of

all pages. Several objects were set on the background: four navigation buttons enabling

users to freely go to the previous page, the next page, the first page, and the last page,

respectively; a text field for either the title of the tutorial or the title of a chapter; another

text field beneath the title text field for the suhtitle or topic, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The background of the tutorial
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Ln addition to the objects on the common background, each page applied on or

more objects that cooperate for the illu tration. The title page u ed one more t xt fi ld

for the information of what the tutorial is about and how to u e it ( ee Figure 4). Th

main contents page contained three buttons for users going to the carr ponding chapter

through a simple point-and-click and a text field for a brief explanation ( e Figur 5).

Each chapter heading page had a text field displaying topics and sub-topic of the chapter.

The words or phrases for the topics and sub-topics were set as hot words linking to the

corresponding pages, with which users could choose what they want to look at fir tor

later (see Figure 6).

Figure 4. The title page of the tutorial
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Figure 5. The main contents page of the tutorial

Each genera] contents page mainly contained one or more text fields and a graphic

place holder for textual illustrations and a relevant image, respectively (see Figure 7).

Hot words (hyperlink) were set in some pages when other concepts and usages were

referred to enabling users to learn by their own cognition How. The last page of each

chapter was re erved as a summary page that summarizes the contents of the chapter.
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Figure 6. A chapter heading of the tutorial
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Figure 7. A general page of the tutorial
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Figure 8. A summary page of the tutorial
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Implementation

The tutorial was initially created as a book with ToolBook II In tructor. The fir t

step was specifying the structure for the book using the Internet Content Book Speciali t

of ToolBook IIlnstructor. During this step, the caption shown by Internet browser wa

set as illM VisualAge for COBOL Part N; the green marble template was chosen as the

layout of the book providing a consistent graphical look for the book and providing

simple options for page labeling and navigation; the page size was defined in six by four

inches; the initial book structure was specified to include a title page, a main menu page,

chapter headings and general content pages; and the book was set to have three chapters

and twenty content pages for each chapter.

After the book was created with the Book Specialist, it consisted of a series of

pages, on which several standard objects, such as navigation buttons and record fields,

had been set. With this foundation, the contents of the tutorial could he inserted into

pages. The next step was compiling the book. During this step, the title, subtitle amI

textual illustrations were added into the corresponding record fields of each page; more

objects such as record fields for graphic labeling and graphics were placed onto a page

according to the requirement of the content; the positions and sizes of the objects were

adjusted; more pages were added into Chapter Two and Chapter Three whereas some

blank pages were deleted from Chapter One; and hot words (hyperlinks) were set, as

required. Due to the limit of the page size, there was usually one record field for the text

illustration with no more than two graphics for a topic per page. When a topic required

more graphics, several pages were used. Since the difference among the contents of three
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chapters, eight content pages were used for Chapter One wh r as ixty-three and fifty

seven content pages for Chapter Two and Chapter Three, re p ctiv ly. The c mpl t d

title page main contents page, chapter heading page, and g n ral cont nt page are hown

in Figure 4 to 7.

When the book for the tutorial was completed in ToolBook II' author I vel, it

was tested at ToolBook II's reader level to ensure that all features work prop rly. Th n

all pages of the book were converted to HTML pages with the built-in HTML transfer

utility of ToolBook II and viewed in a Web browser. Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0 and

3.0, as well as Netscape Navigator 2.0,3.0 and 4.0 were used to vi wand test those

converted HTML pages. In converted HTML pages, tables were used to po it the object

such as text, graphics, and navigation buttons. Due to the table implementation problem

of the Netscape Navigator, some pages were shown in the browser with displaced objects.

Figure 9 shows a page in TooIBook n environment whereas Figure 10 shows the same

page displayed in Netscape Navigator 4.0 with displaced text, graphic and navigation

buttons. To solve this problem, most pages were revised with the Composer of Netscape

Communicator 4.0 for setting the column width of the table to equal (Figure I I).

Moreover, since a page in ToolBook II environment is not big enough to display both text

and a whole picture, most pictures were shrunk to fit into a small frame whereas the text

was displayed in a text field with a scroll bar. After a page was transferred to a HTML

page, the picture on the page was still displayed as the same size as that on the original

ToolBook IT page. A shrunk picture is distorted. With the Composer of Netscape

Communicator 4.0, the size of an image could be adjusted and restored to its original
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SIze. So the pages with graphics were also modified with th Composer of L'\cap

Communicator 4.0 for adjusting the sizes of the graphics to their original sizes.

Figure 9. A page in ToolBook n environment.
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Figure 10. The same page shown in Nctscape Navigator
with displaced text, graphic, and navigation huttons
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Figure II. The page moLlifieLl wilh the Composer of Nelscape Communicator 40
for selling the column width of the lahle and reslll/"lllg the image si/.e

4.+
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After HTML pages of the tutorial were modified with th Compo r of N tscap

Communicator 4.0, they were viewed and tested again in Micro oft Internet Explor r and

Netscape Navigator. When every feature was satisfactory, all HTML and imag file of

the tutorial were transferred to a Web server (a.cs.okstate.edu) u ing a file transfer

protocol (FfP) utility, then the tutorial could be retrieved through the Web.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Results and Discussions

The completed tutorial is composed of one hundred thirty-three separate yet inter

linked HTML documents (Web pages) and ninety-four image files used in the Web pages.

All files for the tutorial are temporarily put on a Web server computer of Computer

Science Department. The temporary address for the Web pages of the tutorial i.~

http://a.cs.okstate.edu/-wmei. Figure 12 to Figure 18 display some selected Web pages

of the tutorial. To get the best result, users should choose Micro oft Internet Explorer 3.0

or above, or Netscape Communicator 4.0 to browse the Web pages of the tutorial.

Although most HTML pages were modified with the Composer of Netscape

Communicator 4.0 for adjusting table settings, SDmc pages arc still shown wiLh displaced

objects in Netscape Navigator 3.0.
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Figure 12. A selected Web page of the lLi Lorial
- the tille page
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Figure 13. A selected Web page of the tutorial
-tbe main menu page



Figure 14. A selected Web rage of the tutorial
- a chapter heading page
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Figure 15. A selected Web page of the tutorial
- a general content page in Chapter One
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Figure 16. A selected Web page of the tutorial
- a general content page in Chapter Two
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SUPER
SELF
- GREETING

GREETING-LENGTH 000000050

-NAME
NAME-LENGTH 0001100040

- NAME-STRING
- NAME-CHARS

NAME-CHARS(l) "C"
NAME-CHARS(2) "8"
NAME-CHARS(3} "I"
NAME-CHARS (4) "s"

i NAME-CHARS(5) "0" .~7.:

. t"if£"'~~'~'~;~~;;~~~""'" '.'.~.'~ : i!?:.:&.'k£

Figure 17. A selected Web page olthc tutorial
- a general content page in Chapter Three
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Figure 18. A selected Web page of the lutorial
- a summary page
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Since the other three parts of the curri uium have not be 0 c mpl t d wh n thi

thesis is written, the links in this tutorial thallink. to th oth r parts hav not b n l y t.

Those links will be set as soon as the other parts of the curriculum ar campI ted. In

addition, to take advantage of the multimedia capability of the Web, a carr ponding

narration may be considered to add into the tutorial along withth textual illustration

and graphics to hold the users' attention and involve more of their enses in the learning

process. Moreover, a management system for controlling access to the curriculum and

handling security should be established on the Web server computer for the curriculum.
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Conclusion

[n this thesis, a Web-based tutorial for Vi ualAge for COBOL was d v loped to

introduce the basic feature of VisualAge for COBOL developm nt environm ot and

provide step-by-step instructions for creating object-ori nted COBOL applications u ing

VisualAge for COBOL. The tutorial is composed of a series of HTML pages that could

be posted on the Web, and thus could be browsed by a large amount of learners via the

[nternet. In this tutorial, many pictures of the graphical user interfaces of VisualAge for

COBOL were used along with the textual instructions to enrich the power of illustration;

hyperJinks were set to provide users a flexibility during studying.

This tutorial was initially created with ToolBook IT Instructor S.O and then

converted to HTML files using the built-in HTML converting utility of ToolBook [I.

This method is very effective for authoring a Web-based courseware since authors do not

need to write tedious HTML tags.
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